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 Development and Democracy: Are

 They Compatible in China?

 YONGNIAN ZHENG

 Democracy's failure to develop in contemporary China
 gave rise to an intense debate between the advocates of neoauthoritari-
 anism and of democracy in mainland China.' Because of the govern-
 ment's crackdown against the 1989 democracy movement, this debate
 inside China was interrupted for a while. Yet both within China and
 among Chinese abroad, the debate is being revived. The state's mea-
 sures for economic and political stabilization and their relative success
 have led scholars and many politicians, both old and young, to con-

 1 On the debate between Chinese neoauthoritarianism and democracy, see Mark P. Petracca and
 Mong Xiong (Yongnian Zheng), "Chinese Neo-Authoritarianism: An Exploration and Democratic
 Critique," Asian Survey 30 (November 1990): 1099-1117; Barry Sautman, "Sirens of the Strongman:
 Neo-Authoritarianism in Recent Chinese Political Theory," China Quarterly 129 (March 1992): 72-
 102; Liu Jun and Li Lin, eds., Xin quanwei zhuyi: dui gaige lilun gangling de lunzheng [Neo-
 authoritarianism: A Debate on Theories of Reforms] (Beijing: Economic Institute Press, 1989);
 Guoqingyanjiu [China Study], March 1989 (This issue includes many essays on the debate between
 neo-authoritarianism and democracy); Wu Guoguang, "Ziyou: tuijin zhongguo xiandaihua zhu-
 anxing de jiben daoxiang" ["Freedom: Basic Orientation of Promoting the Transformation of China's
 Modernization"] in Chen Yizi, et al., eds., Zhongguo dalu de gaigeyufazhan [Reform and Develop-
 ment in Mainland China], (Taibei: Guiguan Book Company, 1991), 123-152; Wen Guanzhong,
 "Zhongguo de ziyou jingji yu zhengzhi zhuanzhi" ["The Chinese Market Economy and Authoritari-
 anism"] in Zhishi fenzi [The Chinese Intellectual] 26 (Winter 1992): 45-48; also, many essays on
 neoauthoritarianism written by Chinese abroad appear in Qi Mo, ed., Xin quanwei zhuyi: dui Zhon-
 gguo dalu weilai mingyun de lunzheng [Neo-Authoritarianism: Debates on the Future China] (Taipei:
 Tonson Books, 1991).

 YONGNIAN ZHENG, former assistant professor at Beijing University, is working on a study at

 Princeton University on de facto federalism in China.

 Political Science Quarterly Volume 109 Number 2 1994 235
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 clude that China needs an authoritarian regime for fast and stable
 economic growth.

 Neoconservatism is becoming popular among Chinese scholars.2 In
 contrast, liberal intellectuals who are travelling in the West argue that
 a centralized state is unnecessary for fast economic growth; economic
 growth can be reached only after the collapse of this centralized state.3
 Other scholars contend that China cannot go forward in a pluralistic

 democracy and support stable economic progress without implementing
 a federal political system, requiring a fundamental loosening of central
 control.4

 The purpose of this article is to provide a structural perspective to
 Chinese democracy. It argues that the development of democracy in
 China cannot be understood by assessing liberalism as a result of
 economic development alone. Instead, democratic development must
 be considered in the context of the connections between the state and
 development, a form of state-society relations. Those relations present
 external circumstances for democracy as a political system. Changes

 2 About the rise of neoconservatism in recent China, see, "Dalu xin baoshou zhuyi de jueqi"
 ["The Rise of Neo-Conservatism in Mainland China"], Zhongguo shibao zhoukan [Chinese Times

 Weekly], part 1 and 2, 26 January 1992 and 1 February 1992.

 3 See Li Xianglu, "Weishenma shuo fenquan gaige de fangzhen shi zhengque de" ["Why Do We

 Say that the Decentralization Line for Reform is Correct?"], Chinese Intellectual (Fall 1940). Li
 argues that only after the state's control over the country is seriously weakened, is it hopeful for

 Chinese market economy and democracy. Zhang Xin, "Quyu jingji zizhi de kexingxing" ["On Imple-

 menting Regional Economic Autonomy in Mainland China"] in Chen Yizi, et al., eds., Zhongguo,

 51-66. Zhang contends that a centralized state is the main obstacle to Chinese economic take-off.

 After the collapse of this state, "the invisible hand, the market, will lead individual self-interested

 behavior to an effective resource allocation for the whole society." Within every economic region,
 citizens have rights to choose their own economic, political, and any other institutions. Every autono-
 mous region can issue its own currency, make its own development strategy, have independent
 international trade, and determine whether or not to be independent from other regions. In a word,
 it is an independent economic "state." Yang Xiaokai, "Zhongguo jingji tizhi gaige de jiaoxun"
 ["Lessons from Chinese Economic Institute Reforms"] in Chen et al., eds., Zhongguo, 99-122. Yang

 suggests that China will speed up its economic development if the country is divided into various
 small states.

 I See Yan Jiaqi, former adviser of Zhao Ziyang and director of the Institute of Political Science
 of Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, Lianbang Zhongguo guoxiang [On Federal China] (Taipei:
 Lianjing Book Company, 1992); "Minzhen mubiao: jianli zhongguo lianbang" ["The Goal of the

 Front for Chinese Democracy: Establishment of a Chinese Federation"], Shijieribao [World Journal
 (New York), 4 August 1989, 1; "Ruhe kandai ershishiji de zhongguo lishi?" ["How Should Twentieth-
 Century Chinese History Be Looked At?"] Shijie Ribao (World Journal), 14 September 1989, 16;

 Jiang Meiqiu, "Zhongguo minzu goucheng yu weilai de lianbangzhi geju" ["The Structure of National-
 ities and the Future Federal System in China"], Papers of the Center for Modern China, no. 8, June

 1991.
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 in state-society relations in China have originated from economic growth
 in the reform years.

 The article is divided into two sections. The first will examine changes
 in state-society relations and their meaning for democracy. The second
 section will explore why changes in state-society relations have not led
 to democracy.

 REFORMS, DEVELOPMENT, AND CHANGES
 IN STATE-SOCIETY RELATIONS

 In post-Mao China, the Four Modernizations of industry, agriculture,
 the military, and science and technology have highest priority in state
 agendas. Although the state legitimatizes the "fifth modernization" -
 that is, political democratization -economic growth is doubtless the
 state's most important goal. The achievement of this specific and narrow
 goal must be judged quite successful. A World Bank 1990 country
 study reports:

 Over the last decade, China's GDP growth rate has averaged 9.5 percent per
 annum. Investment was high throughout and was matched by a strong savings
 performance, which contained the need for external borrowing. Industrializa-
 tion and modernization increased the competitiveness of China's manufactures
 in the international market and merchandise exports grew from $18.3 billion
 in 1980 to $52.5 billion in 1989. China's share of international trade rose from
 0.97 percent to 1.7 percent during the same period. The average income of
 the 800 million rural population more than doubled and absolute poverty
 receded nationwide. In 1988, some 13 percent of rural households fell below
 the poverty line, compared with 17 percent in 1981. Infant and child mortality
 declined, the rate of population growth was slowed and universal education
 of five years was achieved.5

 In post-Mao China, politics slowly receded in importance as the
 Chinese leadership implemented a new political line stressing a prag-
 matic approach to rebuilding the country's economy, rather than the
 class struggle which prevailed in Mao's time. From the 1978 Third
 Plenum onward, various strategies of economic growth have been
 established in Beijing. Farmers and nonagricultural (industrial, com-
 mercial, transport) enterprises now have greater freedom to determine
 the composition and pricing of outputs, to retain profits, and to decide
 on the disposition of retained earnings. Administrative decentraliza-

 s China: Between Plan and Market (Washington, DC: The World Bank, 1990), xxi.
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 tion has transferred more of the authority to plan and manage eco-
 nomic activity from the central government to provincial and local
 bodies. Central control over the economy has been scaled back by
 reducing the number of commodities, the volume of production subject
 to mandatory plan targets, and the share of key products distributed
 through state controlled channels. Resources previously monopolized
 by the state have been transferred to enterprises and rural producers.
 The Deng Xiaoping regime proposed an anti-egalitarianism line at

 the beginning of the 1980s.6 The most obvious consequence of this new
 economic line is the formation of a multifaceted economy. Although
 China remains an economy where public ownership is dominant, the
 government has permitted other forms of ownership, including pri-
 vate, cooperative, foreign joint venture, and so forth. According to
 an official's incomplete statistic, up to 1987 there were 225,000 private
 enterprises and 3.6 million employees.7 China has also accelerated its
 international economy because of the post-Mao regime's open door
 policy. Western influences have been penetrating China's old protec-
 tive isolationism. China's external trade, now equivalent to over a
 quarter of the GDP, has opened up the economy significantly. The
 creation of several Special Economic Zones with adequate infrastruc-
 ture, legislation governing foreign investment, and the steady elabora-
 tion of laws defining the rights of overseas businesses operating in
 China have helped attract a large volume of foreign capital. Mean-
 while, there has been progress in Chinese technology. From 1981 to
 1986, China introduced more than 2,100 foreign technological items,
 not including items at the local level. These items cost more than 9
 billion U.S. dollars.8

 6 See Selected Works of Deng Xiaoping (1975-1982) (Beijing: Foreign Language Press, 1983),
 163-64. Deng says, "In economic policy, I think we should allow some regions and enterprises and
 some workers and peasants to earn more and enjoy more benefits than others in accordance with
 their hard work and greater contribution to society. If the standard of living of some people is raised
 first, this will inevitably be an impressive example to their 'neighbors,' and people in other regions
 and units will want to learn from them. This will help the whole national economy to advance wave
 upon wave and help the people of all our nationalities to become prosperous in a comparatively
 short period."

 I Liang Zhuanyun, "Woguo siying qiye de fazhan qingkuang he guanli zhong de wenti" ["The
 Development of China's Private Economy and Its Problems in Management"] in The Research Group
 for China's Private Economy During the Seventh Five-year Plan, ed., Zhongguo de siying jingji
 [China's Private Economy], (Beijing: The Chinese Academy of Social Sciences Press, 1989), 8.

 8 Shen Qiuchang, Jishuyinjinyuxiandaihua [The Introduction of Technology andModernization]
 (Chongqing, Sichuan: Chongqing Press, 1989), 10.
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 With economic development, political changes have also been intro-
 duced into Chinese political life. Although it is hard to believe that
 China's political system is becoming a liberal one, China's political
 system is departing from the old totalitarianism and is tending to be
 more authoritarian. Harry Harding calls it a "consultative authori-

 tarian regime" characterized by "a significant departure from the totali-
 tarianism of the past but not yet a fully democratic, or even a quasi-
 pluralistic, political system. . . . It is increasingly consultative in its
 recognition of the need to obtain information, advice, and support
 from key sectors of the population, but still authoritarian in its desire
 to suppress dissent and maintain ultimate political power in the hands
 of the party."9

 According to Harding, China's political reform in the post-Mao
 period can be categorized in terms of five aspects: encouragement of
 a reconciliation between the party and society by reducing the scope
 and arbitrariness of political interference in daily life; expansion of
 opportunities for popular expression in political affairs, albeit with
 limits on the reform and content of political expression; efforts to
 revitalize all institutions of governance by restaffing them with younger
 and better educated officials and by granting them greater autonomy
 from party control; measures to restore normalcy and unity to elite
 politics so as to bring to an end the chronic instability of the late Maoist
 period and create a more orderly process of leadership succession; steps
 to redefine the content and role of China's official ideology so as to
 create a new basis for authority in contemporary Chinese politics.10
 Although the state adopted these reform measures to cope with a
 serious political crisis and maintain party governance, the establish-
 ment of these measures created the possibility for further political
 changes. For example, changes of the cadre system introduced a strong
 potential element for changing the old political system, even though the
 party reformed the cadre system in order to revive itself and promote
 economic progress.

 The Chinese political system is not a liberal one, but individual
 leaders are becoming liberal. They were recruited into the system be-
 cause of their performance and their better education. They represent
 a liberal force in the system. Compared to the old generation of leaders,

 9 Harry Harding, "Political Development in Post-Mao China" in A. Doak Barnett and Ralph N.

 Clough, eds., Modernizing China: Post-Mao Reform and Development (Boulder, CO: Westview

 Press, 1986), 33.

 10 Ibid., 17.
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 newly recruited cadres can tolerate differences and have less ideological
 loyalty. They are thus liberal toward individual citizens' diversified
 behavior, although they have vague attitudes toward democracy.

 China's political system is changing institutionally bit by bit if not
 systematically. For example, China has carried out a local direct elec-
 tion system: delegates to middle-level people's congresses are selected
 by direct election. Meanwhile, the National People's Congress (NPC)
 has extended its functions in China's politics. Today it has established
 a number of functional standing committees to consider and discuss
 state matters regularly.11 In addition, other consultative mechanisms
 such as "democratic parties," the Chinese People's Consultative Con-
 ference, and some professional academic associations and research
 institutions are also encouraged to participate in politics through dis-
 cussing political agendas, initiating or considering state policy, and
 providing information for the state's decision making.12

 The role of China's media is undergoing changes. Although the media
 are still not an independent mechanism in shaping political agenda,
 they have played some part in promoting change before the June Fourth
 1989 crackdown. First, they encourage transparency in state policy
 making. The media are becoming involved in almost every major con-
 ference, reporting ideas expressed. Second, the media connect voices
 from above and below. They have been an important channel for
 individuals, especially intellectuals, to participate in politics. Third,
 they occasionally reveal corruption among state officials. As a well-
 known journalist writes, "[In the past], the media have become more
 and more directly involved in the country's highest level party affairs,
 governmental affairs, even legislative and judicial activities. They ac-
 tively build a bridge between people and government, between masters
 and servants. They have been an important channel to guarantee the
 people's right to know, to participate in and discuss politics and to
 supervise state politics."193

 Economic growth and political progress have had a great impact
 on individual behavior and thus have significance for China's fifth

 II On the NPC reforms, see Kevin J. O'Brien, Reform Without Liberalization: China's National
 People's Congress and the Politics of Institutional Change (New York: Cambridge University Press,
 1990).

 12 On the role of Chinese intellectuals in policy making, see Carol Lee Hamrin, China and the
 Challenge of the Future: Changing Political Patterns (Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 1990).

 13 Hou Jun, Piruan deyulun jiandu [Weak Supervision From Public Opinion], (Beijing: Chinese
 Women Press, 1989), 86.
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 modernization - democracy. China is now transforming from a planned

 economy to a mixed one. The market is playing an increasingly im-

 portant role. In contrast to the planned economy, the base of a market

 economy is that every human being, as an owner of property, is eco-
 nomically independent and chooses how to cooperate with others in

 production (division of labor). The market economy is characterized

 by free choice. Individual initiatives are important. With economic

 development, economic rationality is changing human relationships
 and other human behavior and making human beings equalize. Al-
 though a market economy also leads to income difference and creates
 new kinds of difference, it does not create an unequal society, but

 rather changes the base of inequality. Under a market economy, in-

 equality based on official rank and other political factors is replaced
 by inequality based on income and other economic factors. An individ-
 ual's social status is determined more by economic factors, less by
 political factors. What is important for individuals is that they can
 change their social status by creating economic opportunity using their
 ability. They can try to get what only those who controlled political
 resources and thus controlled economic resources could get in the

 Maoist old days.
 Survey data show that individual economic and political values are

 changing in contemporary China. Since 1978, Chinese living standards
 have been rising fast because of economic reform. Economic reform
 on the one hand increases uncertainty and risk in individual life; but
 on the other, it brings an individual hope and a possibility to develop
 oneself and realize one's expectations. In terms of individual values,
 most younger people are open minded in their choice of employment
 and their consumption preference. A survey demonstrates this trend
 (see Table 1). Most individuals prefer to take some risk to increase
 their income and raise their social status. In terms of age groups, 62
 percent of young people chose the risky job. This rate is much higher
 than that of middle-aged and older people. This demonstrates a genera-
 tion gap in individual values. Also, traditionally, China emphasized
 frugality. Individuals were asked to control their desires and reduce
 their consumption. The increased open-mindedness toward consump-
 tion among younger persons reflected by the data is the result of the
 past years of economic progress.

 Values are becoming more individualistic. The data reveal that the
 generation gap is growing. When asked, "What do you think is im-
 proper behavior in daily life?" 46 percent of those 45 years old and
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 TABLE 1

 Individual Values in China

 Q. 1. "There are two kinds of jobs. From the first, you can get high income and more opportunities to raise

 your social status. But you have to work hard and also risk losing your job. From the second, you can only

 get lower income but you do not need to work hard and you will not lose your job. If you have to choose

 between them for yourself or your children, which will you choose?"

 The Result:*

 The First The Second

 Age: 18-30 62 31

 31-45 47 46

 46-60 48 45

 60 and over 42 51

 Whole survey 54 39

 Q. 2. "Mr. Zhang bought a watch several years ago. It works well now but is old-fashioned. He wants to buy

 a new one. What would you do?"

 The Result:.

 Get a New One Use the Old One

 Age: 18-30 53 47

 31-45 41 59

 46-60 38 62

 60 and over 22 78

 Whole survey 47 55

 * N = 4,124

 Source: Adopted from Shang Xiaoyuan, Zhongguoren de ziwo yizhixing renge [The Chinese Self-Controlling

 Personality], (Kunming, Yunnan: Yunnan People's Publishing House, 1989), 222, 223.

 younger chose "interfering in other people's privacy." Only 22 percent
 of those 40 years old and older selected this answer. When asked,
 "What do you think is most important in your life?" 40 percent of
 those 45 years old and younger chose "friends' confidence and respect
 of other people" and 20 percent of those 45-60 years old selected the
 same answer. 14 Table 2 reveals that most young people tend to pay more
 attention to their own interests. Concerning a possible promotion, we
 can see that 66 percent of those 30-45 years old chose "try to get myself
 selected" while 53 percent of those 46-60 years old selected the same
 answer. Compared to older people, fewer young people chose "to
 give up the opportunity." This reveals that individual interest is more
 important to the younger generation.

 14 Shang Xiaoyuang, Zhongguoren de ziwo yizhixing renge [The Chinese Self-Restraining Person-
 ality] (Kunming, Yunnan: Yunnan People's Publishing House, 1989), 225, 38.
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 TABLE 2

 Individual Values in China

 Q. "There is an opportunity for a promotion in a unit. Both Mr. Zhang and his close friend Mr. Wang are

 qualified for the promotion, but only one can be selected. If you are one of them, what will you do?"

 The Result:*

 Try to Get Myself Selected Give Up

 Age o o

 30 and below 67 22

 31-45 66 26

 46-60 53 40

 60 and over 51 44

 *N = 4,124.

 Source: Adopted from Shang, Zhongguoren de ziwo yizhixing renge, 228.

 The data presented in the Table 3 demonstrate that political values

 are also changing, particularly attitudes toward the socialist state. Al-
 though most people still identified with the socialist state in 1987,
 nearly half the interviewees were already indifferent to it. After the

 death of Mao, Deng's regime faced a serious political crisis- a crisis
 of political identity. Deng and his reformist successors carried out a
 series of measures to revive people's confidence in the socialist state.

 With progress in economic reforms, individuals gradually increased
 their income and raised their living standards. Politically, they had
 relative freedom to pursue their own businesses and express their own
 ideas without state interference. Most of them then held positive expec-
 tations for a socialist state and believed that China could resolve her
 problems within the existing framework. Yet compared to Mao's time,
 individual loyalty to the socialist state is weakening, especially among
 young people.

 Another nationwide survey among urban citizens also confirms this
 tendency. When interviewees were asked, "Do you think that 'Love
 the socialist motherland' is the most important basic morality?" the
 distribution of those who answered "yes" was: only 28 percent among
 people 18-30 years old; 38 percent among those 31 to 45 years old;
 46 percent for persons 46 to 60 years old; and 52 percent for those
 60 and over."5 For most individuals, what is important is not what
 form of state they should have and what ideological principles they
 should obey, but rather what form of state and what sort of principles
 will actually promote economic growth and bring about social change.

 15 Ibid., 231.
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 TABLE 3

 Individual Attitudes toward the Chinese Socialist State

 Q. "Are you proud of the Chinese socialist state?"

 R. Yes: 54%; no: 45% (N = 1,721)

 Q. "Do you agree with the following statement: 'In China, what is important is not to follow strictly some basic

 principles but to develop the economy and raise people's living level'?"

 R. Yes: 56%; no: 44% (N = 1,510)

 Q. "Does the CCP's performance satisfy your expectations?"

 R. Yes: 30%; no: 62% (N = 1,419)

 Q. "Do you want to be a CCP member?"

 R. Yes: 43%; no: 57% (N = 1,230)

 Q. "Are you proud of yourself as a party member?"

 R. Yes: 56%; no: 43% (N = 472)

 Q. "Do you think the CCP members have played a vanguard role?"

 R. Yes: 18%; no: 78% (N = 1,404)

 Q. "Are you satisfied with the CCP's ultimate goal?"

 R. Yes: 65%; no: 29% (N = 1,405)

 Q. "Are you satisfied with the CCP's current line and policy?"

 R. Yes: 57%; no: 38% (N = 1,405)

 Q. "Are you satisfied with the CCP's social development goal?"

 R. Yes: 52%; no: 47% (N = 1,405)

 Q. "How do you evaluate the role of the People's Congress?"

 R. Functions well: 16%; functions poorly: 230/o (N = 1,709)

 Q. "Do you have expectations that the People's Congress can play an important role in the building of Chinese

 democracy?"

 R. High expectation: 39%; no expectation: 14% (N = 1,600)

 Q. "Do you agree with the statement that one main reason that China has developed so slowly is its political

 institutions?"

 R. Yes: 72%; no: 280/o (N = 1,369)

 Q. "Do you think now it is necessary to reform the Chinese political system?"

 R. Yes: 67%; no: 19% (N = 1,337)

 Q. "Do you agree with the statement that China needs democracy?"

 R. Yes: 75%; no: 19% (N = 1,391)

 Source: The data are based on 1987 political culture and political attitude survey. Adopted from Min Qi,

 Zhongguo zhengzhi wenhua [Chinese Political Culture], (Kunming, Yunnan: Yunnan People's Publishing House,

 1989), 33, 35, 98, 99, 101, 64, 66, 83, 179.

 A change in individual attitudes toward the existing political institu-
 tions also has occurred. Data reveal that most people have recognized
 that to reform the party is the most crucial of all political reforms.
 Only 15 percent believe that the NPC has played an important role, 46
 percent believe that it has played an unimportant role, and 23 percent
 believe that it has not played any essential role in Chinese politics.
 Only 39 percent have high expectations for the NPC and believe that
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 only by improving the NPC can Chinese democracy be achieved. An-
 other 39 percent do not have high expectations for the NPC, because
 to improve the NPC is only one aspect of democracy. Fully 14 percent

 feel that under the existing regime there is no possibility for people's
 delegates to represent people's real interests. Thus, to rebuild the NPC
 is not the starting point of political democratization in China. Instead,
 China needs to make more efforts to construct the instruments of
 democracy.

 A most dramatic change occurred in individuals' faith in the Commu-
 nist party (the CCP). The party has faced serious criticisms from indi-

 viduals since the reform began. Only 30 percent think the party's per-

 formance has been satisfactory, and 62 percent think not. This striking
 change in individuals' faith in the party has made the party much less
 appealing not only to nonparty individuals, but even to some party
 members. Fully 57 percent do not expect to be a party member. An-
 other 43 percent of party members are no longer proud to be party
 members. Only 18 percent believe that party members have played a
 vanguard role; 78 percent think they have not. In addition, many
 individuals begin to cast doubt on the party's ultimate goal, that is,
 leading the country toward a communist society. Nearly 29 percent
 are not satisfied with the party's ultimate goal; 47 percent are not
 content with the party's social development goal, and 38 percent are
 not comfortable with the party's line and policy.

 Discontented with the state's behavior, individuals assign high pri-
 ority to institutional reforms. Almost three-quarters argue that the
 political system itself has led to China's slow pace of progress. Two-
 thirds contend that it is necessary to reform the political system. De-
 mocracy is a desirable alternative. Three-quarters believe that China
 needs democratic politics, despite their varying views of democracy.

 OBSTACLES TO DEMOCRACY

 This article so far has demonstrated the impact of economic progress
 on state-society relations in China. I contend that the introduction of
 the market economy has given rise to new social forces and attitudes.
 In this section, I will examine why changes in state-society relations
 did not lead to the establishment of democracy.

 Three theories have been relevant for understanding the conditions
 for democracy. First is a theory that perceives democracy as a form of
 government likely only in market or capitalist economies. The second
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 views democracy as more likely to be sustained in wealthy or economi-
 cally developed societies. The third posits that well established political
 traditions of compromise politics and of checks and balances on central
 power help countries evolve into democracies. Taken together, all these
 theories suggest a logical connection between democracy and market
 economy. 16 Atul Kohli summarizes:

 Capitalism, as an economic system based on private property, provides a fun-
 damental check on state power. It generates a "private sphere" of social and
 economic activity separate from the "public sphere." And it is this separation
 between the public and the private realms that is an initial and necessary
 condition for the evolution of democracy as a form of limited government.
 Moreover, the division into the public and the private realms makes the sphere
 of legal and political equality somewhat separate from that of substantial
 social and economic inequalities. Separating political equality from economic
 inequalities not only lays the basis for legitimate elected governments in inegali-
 tarian societies. It also opens up the hope and opportunity ... of modifying
 inherited inequalities through the use of democratic state power.'7

 An understanding of the development of associations between capi-
 talism and democracy can shed some light on why economic growth
 did not lead to democracy in China.

 Why did economic growth liberalize politics a bit but not democratize
 China's political system? This article argues that the development of
 democracy in China cannot be understood by reviewing democracy
 as a result of economic development alone. Instead, democratic devel-
 opment must be considered in the context of the connectedness between
 the state and development. The state in a developing country like
 China is not only an agent of political order; it is also responsible
 for facilitating socioeconomic development. In other words, differing
 from states in the West, state authorities in China have to generate
 capitalism and economic development. The state thus faces a dilemma
 between economic development and democracy. The state must at-
 tempt to establish legitimacy and order, on the one hand, and has to
 promote socioeconomic changes from above on the other. But the
 state authorities often find that these two sets of goals are in conflict.

 16 See Charles Lindblom, Politics and Markets: The World's Political-Economic System (New
 York: Basic Books, 1977), esp. part v; Samuel Huntington, "Will More Countries Become Demo-
 cratic?" Political Science Quarterly 99 (Summer 1984): 193-218; B. Moore, Social Origins ofDictator-
 ship and Democracy (Boston: Beacon Press, 1966), esp. chap. 6.

 17 Atul Kohli, "Democracy and Development" in John P. Lewis and Valeriana Kallab, eds.,
 Development Strategies Reconsidered (New Brunswick, NJ: Transaction Books, 1986), 165.
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 Whereas democracy tends to require that the state accommodate many

 competing demands, effective performance of developmental func-
 tions pushes the state to stand above society in order to act as a rational
 agent of change. This tension seems to be irreconcilable in China's
 case. The state often enforces its rational order on society, which tries
 to free itself from the state.

 Democracy requires a nonpolitical, a societal sphere. Development,
 however, demands that the state penetrate into society. In other words,
 both economic growth and creation of civil society are political tasks.
 The state is thus in command of socioeconomic change. State domina-
 tion of society makes it difficult for democracy to develop. Democracy
 is thus more likely to be a gift of the political elite to the society and
 less likely to be a political system that significant social forces create
 of their own volition as the West demonstrated."8

 Having these theoretical considerations in mind, I turn to analyze
 the state-development association and its meaning for democracy. To
 do this, I consider politics as an independent variable. This is because
 I believe that economic reform heavily signifies interest redistribution;
 it thus creates political opposition. While the nature of the problem
 is essentially economic, the key to the nature, scope, and pace of reform
 lies in the political realm.

 One school of thought has contended that China's reforms did not
 spring from "a massive spontaneous surge of the Chinese peasantry
 back to family farming."19 Instead, the idea of family farming came
 from high authorities, who used the usual machinery of command to
 make a reluctant peasantry accept the new system. Harry Harding
 focuses on the role of Chinese elites in reforms. It seems to Harding:

 [The] objective problems at the time of Mao's death still do not explain the

 extent of the reforms that have occurred under Deng Xiaoping. . . . The
 immediate cause of reform was the existence of a reform faction within the

 Chinese Communist Party, its successful struggle to gain supremacy over more

 18 Ibid., 168.
 19 Kathleen Hartford, "Socialist Agriculture is Dead; Long Live Socialist Agriculture! Organiza-

 tional Transformations in Rural China" in Elizabeth J. Perry and Christine Wong, eds., The Political

 Economy of Reform in Post-Mao China (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1985). An

 alternative line of thought contends that the rural reform was initiated by the peasantry, but it does

 not deny the role of the state in promoting reforms. See John P. Burns, "Chinese Peasant Interest

 Articulation" in David S. G. Goodman, ed., Groups and Politics in the People's Republic of China

 (Cardiff, Wales: University College Cardiff Press, 1984), 126-51; Daniel Kelliher, "The Political

 Consequences of China's Reforms," Comparative Politics 18 (July 1986): 479-493.
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 conservative rivals, and its skillful strategy to launching and sustaining a bold
 program of political and economic renewal.20

 Leadership does matter in Chinese reforms. The sources of the re-

 form ideas of leadership are thus a crucial variable in interpreting the
 nature of their reform and strategy. Past experience of the post-Mao

 reform leadership determines that they give high priority to economic

 construction rather than political rebuilding.21 The Deng Xiaoping
 regime has been committed to market economy and economic growth.

 Political reform should thus be subordinate to economic growth. The

 state in its relations with economic development has not only to pro-

 mote the development of the market, but also to make strategic plans
 for economic progress. The state must use its administrative mecha-
 nism to protect the development of market mechanisms. Administra-
 tive power should be strengthened in order to provide favorable condi-
 tions, especially stable politics, for market development. Without such
 a political instrument, both "reform" and "open door" are impossible.22
 The reforming coalition does believe that political reform or political
 development itself is desirable, because "without political institutional
 reform, the achievements of economic institutional reform cannot be
 secured. Also, economic reform will not be able to continue further."23
 On the other hand, "without democracy, there will be no socialism and
 socialist modernization."24 A precondition of political development,
 however, is the provision of very favorable conditions for economic
 progress. Political stability must be given highest priority. "[China's]
 modernization needs two prerequisites. One is international peace,
 and the other is domestic political stability. . . . A crucial condition

 20 Harry Harding, China's Second Revolution: Reform After Mao (Washington, DC: Brookings
 Institution, 1978), 39. Also see his "Political Development in Post-Mao China" in Barnett and Clough,

 eds., Modernizing China, 13-37.

 21 See E. Perry and C. Wong, "The Political Economy of Reforms in Post-Mao China: Causes,
 Content, and Consequences" in Perry and Wong, The Political Economy of Reform in Post-Mao

 China, 1-27; Steven M. Goldstein, "Reforming Socialist Systems: Some Lessons of the Chinese
 Experience," Studies in Comparative Communism 21 (Summer 1988): 221-237.

 22 Deng Xiaoping, Deng Xiaoping wenxuan [Selected Works of Deng Xiaoping] (Beijing: Renmin
 Chubanshe, 1983), 364. Also see, Zhang Bingjiu, "Jingji tizhi gaige yu zhengzhi tizhi gaige de jincheng

 yu xietiao" ["Processes and Coordination of Economic and Political Institutional Reforms"] in Liu
 and Li, eds., Xin quanwei zhuyi, 1-26. Wu Jiaxiang, "Xin quanwei zhuyi shuping" ["A Critique

 of Neo-Authoritarianism"] in ibid., 34-38; and Wu, "Xin quanwei zhuyi yanjiu tigang" ["An Outline

 of Neo-Authoritarianism Study"] in Liu and Lin, eds. Xin quanwei zhuyi.
 23 Deng Xiaoping, Jianshe you Zhongguo tese de shehui zhuyi [Building Socialism with Chinese

 Characteristics] (Beijing: Remin Chubanshe, 1984) 138.

 2 Deng, Wenxuan, 154.
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 for China's progress is political stability."25 Without stable politics,
 domestic construction is impossible, let alone an "open door" policy.26
 So, if political reform or democracy undermines political stability, it
 is not worthwhile. In other words, an authoritarian regime is desirable

 if it can produce stable politics. In this context, "bourgeois liberaliza-
 tion" is harmful because it often leads to political discontent, even
 political demonstrations. Deng explains, "Why have we [the state] treated
 student demonstrations so seriously and so quickly? Because China
 is not able to bear more disturbance and more disorder."27

 Furthermore, in this view, state constraints must be considered as

 an important variable in explaining state-society relations. Mao's legacy
 had greatly constrained the post-Mao regime's strategic alternatives
 for economic development. The regime was able to make policy inde-
 pendent of social forces, but it could not escape from its past inheri-
 tance. Deng's coalition chose decentralization as a development strategy
 mostly because of past experience. The Chinese economy, as many
 authors point out, had undergone several reforms before Deng's regime
 began economic reforms. During the Great Leap Forward and the
 Cultural Revolution, Mao found fault with highly centralized plan-
 ning, so he sought to rely on the initiative of the localities. Provinces,
 counties, and communes were encouraged to be self-sufficient. By the
 1970s at least, China's economy had a "cellular" quality.28 Under such
 a cellular economy:

 Localities acted like entrepreneurs: developing local industries, providing coor-

 dination, finding customers, etc. The impact on the nature and operation of

 the economy was profound: central ministries and planning organs already
 weakened by the turmoil of the Cultural Revolution lost major sinews of

 financial and material allocative powers; important centrally managed indus-

 tries found themselves in competition with localities for needed materials; local
 investment soared; protectionism hampered the movement of goods between

 25 Deng, DengXiaoping tongzhizhongyaojianghua [Important Talks of Comrade Deng Xiaoping]
 (Beijing: Renmin Chubanshe, 1988), 8, 13.

 26 Deng, Wenxuan, 156.

 27 Deng, Deng Xiaoping, 13.
 ' See Harding, China's Second Revolution; Audrey Donnithorne, "China's Cellular Economy:

 Some Economic Trends Since the Cultural Revolution," The China Quarterly 52 (October-December

 1972): 605-619; Nicholas Lardy, "Centralization and Decentralization in China's Fiscal Manage-
 ment," The China Quarterly 61 (March 1975): 26-60, and Economic Growth and Distribution in

 China (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1978); Michel Oksenberg and James Tong, "The

 Evolution of Central-Provincial Fiscal Relations in China, 1971-1984: The Formal System," The

 China Quarterly 125 (March 1991): 1-31.
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 localities; and finally, where goods were exchanged, the medium was not al-
 ways the plan. There was informal bartering and bargaining between economic

 or government units.29

 This trend was not arrested in the post-Mao period. Instead, it accel-
 erated. Deng's early reform decentralized power to the level of local
 government. But the reformers' goal is to decentralize power to indi-
 vidual enterprises and allow industrial enterprises to act according to
 economic criteria and to stop submitting to outside administrative
 interference. Enterprises were therefore permitted to retain more of
 their profits instead of remitting them to the central government. This
 measure was supposed to give enterprises the financial resources to
 make independent decisions and reward them for economic success.
 But this attempt to decentralize economic decisions to enterprises ran
 afoul of the growing power of local government, which did not want
 individual enterprises to retain profit. Instead, local governments began
 bargaining with the central government over profit retention and seized
 decision-making power in the enterprises. This intervention inhibited
 the more efficient behavior that reforms sought to elicit from industry.

 On the other hand, decentralization has caused the decline of state
 fiscal resources. The consolidated government budget as a share of
 national income went down from an average of 38-49 percent in the
 late 1970s to 24-25 percent in 1988-1989. Decentralization enabled
 local governments to pursue pet projects, squandering funds needed
 for energy and transport infrastructures. Consequently, decentraliza-
 tion rather than promoting reform has limited its progress. In order to
 introduce a true market economy, Beiing has to free individual enter-
 prises from local administrative meddling and regain control over
 funds for central investments in the infrastructure. The state must
 first recentralize in order to deepen decentralization, as many authors
 suggest.30

 29 Goldstein, "Reforming Socialist Systems," 226-227.
 30 On decentralization and its result, see ibid., 221-237; Daniel Kelliher, "Political Consequences,"

 479-493; Barry Naughton, "False Starts and Second Wind: Financial Reforms in China's Industrial
 System" and Christine Wong, "Material Allocation and Decentralization: Impact of the Local Sector
 on Industrial Reform" in Perry and Wong, Political Economy of Reforms, 223-252, 253-278; Barry
 Naughton, "The Decline of Central Control over Investment in Post-Mao China," Dorothy Solinger,
 "The 1980 Inflation and the Politics of Price Control in the PRC," and David Bachman, "Imple-
 menting Chinese Tax Policy" in David M. Lampton, ed., Policy Implementation in Post-Mao China
 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1987), 51-80, 81-118, 119-153; and Christine P. Wong,
 "Central-Local Relations in An Era of Fiscal Decline: The Paradox of Fiscal Decentralization in
 Post-Mao China," The China Quarterly 128 (December 1991): 691-715.
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 A decentralization strategy will necessarily lead to the rise of civil
 society. China's short-term economic growth doubtless has had a close
 relationship with this development strategy. But because this reform
 measure is concerned with interest redistribution, local governments,
 as interest maximizers, took over power that the state wanted to dis-
 pense to individuals. As a consequence, decentralization has given rise
 to localism. This localism is as follows:

 First, the state reforming policies lack administrative authority and are often
 distorted due to the disturbance of "countermeasure" [of local governments].
 Every locality has its own policy and behaves on its own will. Central-local
 relations are thus difficult to coordinate. Second, localism is a self-interested
 phenomenon. Third, [localism] promotes mutual comparison among locali-
 ties. Every locality develops its economy blindly, overlaps in its construction,
 extends extra-budget construction on an unlimited scale, and focuses on short
 term investment.... Fourth, local protectionism is becoming popular. This
 protectionism cuts off a primitive unified market, which is underdeveloped,
 into various small pieces. . . . Localism has made it difficult to distribute
 resources and adjust industrial structure rationally. It is also a trauma for a
 developing market.3"

 The attempts at decentralization have resulted in macroeconomic
 as well as institutional imbalances, which in turn led to economic
 instability. The lag between administrative decentralization and the
 creation of an institutionalized capacity for macromanagement gave
 rise to excessive monetary expansion that stoked inflation. Because
 of slow progress toward nationally integrated and competitive markets
 that would supplement the now diminished planning mechanism as a
 source of discipline, decentralized industrial management has permitted
 provincial bureaucracies to push ahead with unsustainable rates of
 expansion. These and other economic problems ultimately turn into
 political problems. The state must take various measures, both political
 and economic, to stabilize its economy. These measures often have a
 major impact on the progress of civil society. For instance, the state's
 recentralization efforts after the crackdown on the 1989 democracy

 31 Huang Shiqing and Zhang Dehua, "Xianshi xuyao quanwei, quanwei xuyao zhiyue" ["Reality
 Needs Authority, and Authority Needs to Be Checked"] in Liu and Li, Xin quanwei zhuyi, 295-
 296. Also see Wang Huning, "Zhongguo bianhua zhong de zhongyang he difang zhengfu de guanxi:
 zhengzhi de hangyi" ["The Changing Relationship Between China's Central and Local Governments:
 Connotations of Politics"], Fudan daxue xuebao (Journal of Fudan University, Shanghai), no. 5
 (1988): 1-8; "Jifang pingheng: zhongyang yu difang dexietong guanxi" ["Balance between Centraliza-
 tion and Decentralization: Coordinative Relationship Between Center and Locality"], Journal of
 Fudan University, no. 2 (1991): 27-36.
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 movement constrained the development of both local economy and
 new political forces.

 Equality is another important variable in understanding the relation
 between state control and economic progress. For the reform coalition,
 the market is necessary for Chinese economic growth, but the market
 economy develops unevenly. This has significant political consequences.
 Smooth and fast development of a market economy requires relatively
 equal interest distribution among various social groups and areas. State
 interference is needed to achieve such a distribution. Deng's coalition has
 used uneven development strategy, breaking from Mao's egalitarian
 legacy. This strategy has been followed by the household responsibility
 system, industrial contract system, Special Economic Zone policy,
 the coastal development policy, and others. The state, however, must
 avoid extremely uneven income distribution and economic develop-
 ment, because development without basic equity will lead to political
 instability for China, which has such a long egalitarian tradition.32
 Given an extremely uneven economy, the state's effort to achieve basic
 equity will necessarily hinder fast progress of a middle class, which
 has been a basic pillar of democracies in the West, because the state
 needs to transfer wealth from the rich to the poor, from rich regions
 to poor areas.

 In the last analysis, every developing state needs to achieve at least
 three goals in the course of modernization: growth, equality, and con-
 trol. Politics is embedded in all three goals. In other words, the achieve-
 ment of these goals is a political task. While these three goals are in
 theory complementary, in practice they often conflict. The state needs
 to adjust its policy priority repeatedly. Democracy, which means com-
 petitive politics, often becomes a victim of conflicting goals.

 CULTURAL CONTEXT

 I have considered democracy in the context of economic development.
 In this section, I will examine another important variable -political
 culture - and its meaning for democracy. The political culture of a
 society has been defined by Sidney Verba as "the system of empirical
 beliefs, expressive symbols, and values which defines the situation in

 32 Huang Shihua and Zhang Deqing, "Xianshi xuyao quanwei," 298. Also, World Bank, China:
 Between Plan and Market, 55-58.
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 TABLE 4

 Authoritarian Orientation in China

 Q. "Among the values listed, which do you think can exemplify individual values best?"

 The Result:*

 Value Items %

 Diligence 56

 Frugality 49

 Pragmatism 40

 Conservatism 37

 Obedience 35

 Personal connections 28

 "Face" saving 28

 Sociability 7

 Risk taking 3

 *N = 4,124

 Source: Adopted from Shang, Zhongguo ren de ziwo yizhixing renge, 30.

 which political action takes place."33 I have argued that democracy in
 China is more likely to be a gift of the elite to the society. Society's
 attitudes toward and demands for democracy are thus important, be-
 cause elites often are reluctant to give such a gift to society if there
 is no pressure from society.

 Data demonstrate that most Chinese are still authoritarian and con-
 servative, as Table 4 shows. We can see most individuals selected "dili-
 gence," "frugality," "pragmatism," and "conservatism" as individual
 values. Only 3 percent chose "risk taking." A 1986 survey shows 69
 percent of urban citizens prefer "a stable life and rich material inter-
 ests"; 14 percent prefer "independence and freedom from other's con-
 trol."34 A 1985 survey shows 80 percent of people prefer "a stable life
 but less opportunity to increase income." Only 19 percent prefer "an
 unstable life but more risk and opportunity to increase income."35

 Individuals' basic values necessarily have economic and political mean-
 ing. For instance, although a little inflation does not affect their living
 standards very much, most individuals cannot understand price re-

 33 Sidney Verba, "Comparative Political Culture" in Lucian W. Pye and Sidney Verba, eds.,
 Political Culture and Political Development (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1965), 513.

 34 The Institute of Chinese Economic Institutional Reform Studies, "Renmin dui jiage gaige de

 shehui xinli fanying: ba chengshi diaocha" ["People's Social Psychological Reaction to Price Change:
 A Survey in Eight Urban Cities"] in Shehuixue yanjiu [Studies of Sociology] no. 6 (1987).

 3S The Institute of Chinese Economic Institutional Reform Studies, Gaige: women mianlin de

 tiaozhangyu xuanze [Reform: Challenges and Choice Facing Us] (Beijing: Chinese Economic Press,
 1986), 87.
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 TABLE 5

 Individual Attitudes Toward the Chinese State

 Q. "Do you agree with the statement that if one is disappointed with the state he may not love it?"
 A. Yes: 25%; no: 75% (N = 1,712)

 Q. "Do you agree with the statement that if one is disappointed with the state he may betray it?"

 A. Yes: 14%; no: 86% (N = 1,705)

 Q. "Do you agree with the statement that ordinary people should be responsible for the state's rise and decline?"

 A. Yes: 94%; no: 6% (N = 1,731)

 Q. "Do you agree with the statement that we should trust and obey the government because the ultimate goal
 of the government is to serve us?"

 A. Yes: 74%; no: 16% (N = 1,718)

 Q. "Do you agree with the statement, 'without government you would not have what you have'?"
 A. Yes: 51%; no: 49% (N = 1,713)

 Q. "Do you have confidence in the central government?"

 A. Yes: 69%; no: 23% (N = 1,664)

 Sources: Adopted from Min, Zhongguo zhengzhi wenhua, 23, 25, 27, 195, 70, 68.

 form. Surveys were made in 1985 after the state implemented a non-
 staple food price reform. When asked to answer the question, "Some
 argue that the price reform will be ultimately favorable for the coun-
 try's economic prosperity: do you think it is true?" 77 percent answered
 yes. When asked, "Do you think this price reform will facilitate the
 country's economic institutional reform?" 85 percent believed that it
 would bring a great or positive impact on economic reform, and only
 13 percent argued that it would fail to promote, even slow, economic
 progress. However, only 31 percent believed that further price reform
 was necessary; 27 percent argued that further price reform should not
 be implemented within one or two years; 40 percent argued that the
 state should not carry out further price reform for a long time. A 1986
 survey among Tianjin citizens demonstrates that 63 percent preferred
 not to increase their wages rather than to raise prices.36

 In terms of their political values, most individuals show their strong
 need for the state (see Table 5 for details). Most individuals have high
 identification with the state. While many people are no longer proud
 of or are indifferent to the socialist state (as already demonstrated),
 most people still have high loyalty to the Chinese state. Fully 75 percent
 of individuals contend that one should love the state even if he or she
 is disappointed with it. Also 86 percent believe that there is no reason
 for one to betray the state, even though it cannot satisfy one's needs

 36 Ibid., 75-88.
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 and expectations. Most individuals think that they should hold high
 accountability to the state. The government's authority is unquestioned
 and viewed as beneficial. Also 74 percent believe that they should
 trust in and obey the government, because the ultimate goal of the
 government is to serve them. Half believe what they have is given by
 the government, and 69 percent still indicate they had confidence in
 the central government.

 Data also demonstrate that most individuals have high identification
 with leaders. Answers to the following questions demonstrate this trend.
 When peasants were asked (n. 466), "Do you agree with the statement
 that a given cadre can be a lifelong cadre if he or she performs well?"
 60 percent of them said yes and 40 percent no. When questioned,
 "When disagreements exist, what do you think should be followed?
 A. majority rule; B. everyone can follow his or her own will; or C.
 listening to the leaders' opinions;" the result is: 44 percent of individuals
 (n. 1,689) believe majority rule should be followed; 15 percent selected
 the second alternative, and 25 percent selected the third. When ques-
 tioned, "Do you think the CCP's leadership is necessary?" nearly 60
 percent (n. 1,321) believe that it is always necessary; 30 percent believe
 that it is necessary now but will be unnecessary in the future; only 10
 percent believe that it was necessary in the past but unnecessary now.37

 State-centered individual values are also revealed in individual atti-
 tudes towards democracy. Although the 1987 survey shows that 75
 percent believe that China now needs democracy, they identify with
 the state's explanation of democracy. Their conceptions of democracy
 more or less reflect the official definition of democracy, such as demo-
 cratic-centralism, the mass line, "be master in one's own house" (dan-
 giia zuozhu), and "make decisions for people" (weimin zuozhu). Also
 25 percent of individuals believe in the concept of democracy under
 the leadership of centralism; 19 percent think democracy is to listen
 to and extensively solicit mass opinions; 12 percent consider democracy
 is a system in which people are the masters of the nation; 11 percent
 conceive of democracy as being a master for the sake of the people;
 11 percent accept that democracy means that people have the right to
 participate in the management of social life; 7 percent believe democ-
 racy means the limitation and separation of political power.38

 37 Min Qi, "Zhongguo zhengzhi wenhua" [Chinese Political Culture] (Kunming: Yunnan People's
 Publishing House, 1989), 40, 190, 104.

 38 Ibid., 181.
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 TABLE 6

 Individual Attitudes Toward Democracy at Beijing University

 Q. "Do you agree with the following statements?"

 i. One major characteristic of democracy is that the minority obeys the majority but the latter should

 respect and protect the former.

 R. Yes: 34%; no: 48%

 ii. Democracy is of a class character.

 R. Yes: 68%; no: 28%

 iii. Chinese democracy can be accomplished through reform from above because of the Chinese people's

 low education and democratic sense.

 R. Yes: 21 %; no: 74%

 iv. Democracy is the base of the legal system and the law system is the guarantee of democracy.

 R. Yes: 78%; no: 9%

 v. In socialist countries democratization of social and political life relies upon democratization within the

 Communist parties.

 R. Yes: 59%; no: 31%

 vi. The socialist market economy is the base of the socialist democracy.

 R. Yes: 35%; no: 34%

 vii. "Sida" (four bigs) model democrary (speaking freely, airing views fully, holding great debates, and

 writing big character posters) is an efficient model of democracy.

 R. Yes: 18%, (conditional) 28%; no: 43%

 viii. If the achievement of modernization requires sacrificing democracy, modernization is undesirable.

 R. Yes: 51%; no: 28%

 ix. Power checks and balances should exist within the socialist political system.

 R. Yes: 68%; no: 15%

 Q. "Do you think that a Chinese democracy can be accomplished in spite of China's long feudalist tradition?"

 R. Impossible: 3%; possible in the long run: 96%; possible soon: 1%

 Q. "Do you think there has been progress in building a socialist democracy since 1978?"

 R. Yes: 44%; some progress: 50%; no: 6%

 Q. "Do you pay attention to the party and the state's political activities?"

 R. Often: 62%; some: 34%; no interest: 4%

 Q. "Are you interested in China's democratic construction and progress?"

 R. Strong interest: 42%; some: 42%; no: 5%

 Source: Wang Fuchun and Wu Xiaojian, "Guanyu Beijing Daxue xuesheng minzhu yishi de diaocha baogao"
 ["A Survey Report about Beijing University Students' Conception of Democracy"] in Zhengzhixue yanjiu [Political

 Science Studies], (Beijing: The Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, 1989), 24-34.

 It is important to look at college students' conceptions of democracy,
 because they are an integral part of the Chinese intellectual class that
 has been a major force in the struggle for democracy. Their conceptions
 of democracy can not only influence present politics, but also deter-
 mine the future model of Chinese democracy to a large extent. A
 1986 Beijing University survey reveals some basic attitudes towards
 democracy (see Table 6 for details). We can see that college students
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 are optimistic about Chinese democracy. Most of them believe that
 democracy can be achieved through long-term endeavors even though
 China has a long nondemocratic tradition; that there are positive corre-
 lations between democracy and law; that democratization within the
 Communist party is important because the Communist party is the
 only party in power and its structure necessarily influences and condi-
 tions the whole process of democracy; and that a market economy is
 the basis for socialist democracy, because prerequisites of a market
 economy are freedom, equality, and competition, which are also essen-
 tial for democracy.

 However, most college students still identify with the official ide-
 ology of democracy. Fully 68 percent of Beijing University students
 believe that democracy is of a class character. They emphasize "the
 government of law not the government of man," "incorruptible and
 intelligent government," "democratic centralism," and "equal opportu-
 nity." But they overlook "periodic elections," "power checks and bal-
 ances," and other important values.39

 There is a great gap between liberal intellectuals and the masses.
 Intellectuals are more idealistic about democracy, while the masses
 focus more on material interests. Consequently, intellectual move-
 ments in the past years of reform did not attract a great part of the
 masses throughout the country. Surveys show, although most people
 understand student movements, they will not participate in such ac-
 tions.40

 CONCLUSION: PROSPECTS OF CHINESE DEMOCRACY

 I have examined Chinese democracy in the context of state-society
 relations. Now we can see that democracy in China faces a number
 of structural obstacles. The first is the commanding position that the
 state occupies in relation to the society. The state's superior positioning
 is essentially antidemocratic; but is not easily done away with, because
 it is historically inherited. Because of Mao's legacy, China has often
 lacked economic dynamism. A cellular economy has made it hard to
 develop a unified market. Thus political action has been a primary
 source of dynamism. The state authority needs not only to provide

 39 Zhang Tao, "Daxuesheng dui minzhu de renshi, qinggan yu pingjia," ["University Student's

 Perceptions and Valuation"] in Political Science Studies (Beijing: The Chinese Academy of Social

 Sciences, 1989), 18-22.

 40 Min Qi, Zhongguo zhengzhi wenhua, 125-27, 185.
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 public order but also to be responsible for facilitating economic prog-
 ress.

 The state simultaneously seeks different goals such as economic growth,
 equitable distribution, political stability, and national unification. These
 goals often conflict with each other. Democracy or human rights fre-
 quently become the victims of other goals. As one scholar argued in
 the mid-1980s, "except in the very long run, rapid development and
 human rights are competing concerns."'" Although the Chinese leader-
 ship realizes the importance of political reform, it gives high priority
 to economic growth. Many leaders believe that if China is going to
 achieve high rates of economic growth, it will have to be a development-
 oriented authoritarian government. Democratic governments will be
 too soft and hence unable to mobilize resources, curtail consumption,
 and promote investment to achieve a high growth rate. An authoritarian
 system is more likely than a democratic one to be compatible with
 greater economic equality among different regions and individuals.42

 As the economy develops, social forces are likely to develop and
 strengthen in relation to the state. But these developing social forces
 do not have enough capacity to build national coherence, mobilize
 resources, organize for task achievement, and provide economic dyna-

 mism. Consequently, the state must perform these functions. These
 social forces might produce pressure from below, but they are still
 controlled by the state. Democracy is likely a business of the state.
 The masses often enter politics only when elites mobilize them for
 their own political purpose. There have been spontaneous movements
 initiated by social forces, but they are not able to contest the state.

 There is also a cultural dimension. Although I do not believe that
 culture is a determinant variable, it does influence Chinese democracy.
 The masses' strong identification with the state will necessarily strengthen
 the state's commanding position and weaken social forces.

 4' Jack Donnelly, "Human Rights and Development: Complementary or Competing Concerns?"
 World Politics 36 (January 1984): 255.

 42 Those concerns are especially emphasized by the neoauthoritarian or the neoconservatism school
 and recognized by many leaders. About the content of this line of thinking, chiefly see Chen Yuan,
 "Woguo jingji de shenceng wenti he xuanze-guanyu woguo jingji fazhan geju he yunxing jizhi de

 ruogan wenti" ["Deep problems in our economy and choice -on some problems about the situation

 of our economic development and operating mechanism"], unpublished papers for internal use of

 government officials, March 1991; and The Department of Thought and Theory of China's Youth,

 "Sulian jubian zhihou zhongguo de xianshi yingdui yu zhanlue xuanzhe" ["China feasible countermea-

 sures and strategic choice after dramatic changes in the Soviet Union"], unpublished papers for
 internal use of government officials, 9 September 1991.
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 It is economic progress that has more significance for Chinese de-
 mocracy, however. First, the state must change its basis of legitimacy.
 As data demonstrate, the old basis of state legitimacy is being weakened
 by economic development and political change. The state has tried to
 introduce a new basis of its legitimacy, that is, to accelerate the coun-
 try's economic growth and to carry out limited political reform and
 let people's delegates have a say in politics to some extent. But the
 state-society relation has not been institutionalized. The 1989 democ-
 racy movement revealed the tension between the two. Since 1989, the
 state has had to implement further economic reform in order to im-
 prove its relation with the mass. Second, there is great potential for
 the rise of a counterelite. The Communist party is declining fast, al-
 though it still rules the country, and any other independent parties
 are still prohibited. But more and more individuals no longer believe
 that the ruling party is able to meet their expectations. Further, the
 leadership is no longer unified. There is also the possibility that the exist-
 ing elite will be challenged by those who are alienated from the existing
 system or who rose from the masses as a result of liberalizing the
 existing system. Third, the state must change the basis of political
 agendas. In the past, almost all political agendas were set forth by
 the state. That time is gone now. The state is still playing an important
 role in establishing national agendas, but it has to pay attention to
 society, because without support from society, the state policy may
 not be successful.

 Finally, with economic progress and political change, more individ-
 uals, especially intellectuals, are tending to be liberal. Although this
 does not mean that they will actually participate in politics, their being
 liberal is a potential pressure on the state to prepare channels for their
 possible participation. Therefore, democracy's failure to develop does
 not mean that China is not able to develop it. Its failure is due to
 some structural obstacles, which are difficult to eliminate in a short
 period of time. However, further economic progress will necessarily
 deepen changes in state-society relations, which will push China toward
 democracy.*

 * I would like to thank Gilbert Rozman, Lynn White, and David Bachman for their useful
 comments and suggestions on earlier drafts.
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